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“

The future of our country and its Economy is in the hands of the youth who shall be the leaders and pioneers of
tomorrow. Behind every successful economy is the entrepreneurship spirit of its people who not only generate
revenue to the country but creates Job, alleviate poverty, increase The GDP and all that sundry which would be
ingredients to a robust economy.
As John F Kennedy said in his inaugural speech, “……ask not what your country can do for you, ask what you can
do for your country” This statement has been a very powerful one which has inspired many, including yours truly.
Thus The creation of our latest brand Mtwara Oil & Gas Business & Career Expo, whose mission is to
create awareness to the public on the opportunities available in this Industry
It’s up to us to us to take this opportunity in this neo oil and gas industry in Tanzania and create a robust economy
by being part of the value chain. Thus Local Content plays a crucial role, turn to pages 19 & 24 to know more on
Careers in Oil & Gas
We believe in the power of networking, your network is your net worth. Bringing all stakeholders under one roof,
that could lead to emergence of new business opportunities, strengthening of existing relations and more important visibility of Company and brands.
There is an African Proverb which says “If you want to go fast…go alone. If you want to go far…go together.” And
thus together with your support and that of all local stakeholders we can go far and take this nascent industry to
a cataclysmic height which shall benefit all, directly and indirectly
As this is one of its kind conferences, the First and only so far in Mtwara dedicated to local content, I would like to
take this opportunity to thank everyone who has attended this conference without whose support this would not
be a reality. Thanks to the almighty God, for giving me the zeal and zest to pursue this venture passionately, Our
partner Mr Nestory Phoye of Proactive Solutions, The District Commissioner of Mtwara Hon, Wilman
Kapenjama Ndila, all our Speakers, sponsors, exhibitors, advertisers and delegates who have made this First Expo
in Mtwara a reality.
As we learn and get to know more about the Oil & Gas Industry, this may be the beginning of emergence of more
Tanzanian local content capable of competing in the global arena.
As this expo will be an annual event, we look forward to your continued patronage
Ahsante Sana
Mustafa Hassanali

“
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ABOUT MOGBCE
Mtwara Oil and Gas Business and Career Expo is a conference cum career expo that will bring
together key players from the supply chain together with stakeholders from the government,
recruitment agencies and the oil and gas industry to discuss and engage on the different opportunities and challenges in Mtwara which is the hub of the oil and gas resources in Tanzania.
The idea of MOGBCE was conceived from the Tanzania Oil and Gas Suppliers Conference that has
been held in
Dar-Es-Salaam for the past two years and has been the voice of local content in the oil and gas
industry whereby there were more than 250 delegates and 30 exhibitors from more than 170
companies from Tanzania and beyond for the two years.
MOGBCE is aimed at being the ultimate link between the value chain and the stakeholders in the
Oil and Gas Industry in Mtwara and Tanzania in general by empowering, providing career opportunities and building capacity among the local Tanzanians. The outcomes of this conference shall
assist the government in creating policies that favour the supply chain amidst them being able to
be competitively being able to meet the needs of the
stakeholders on the Oil and Gas industry in Tanzania.
The first Mtwara Oil and Gas Business and Career Expo in partnership with Pro Active Solutions is
planned to be held on 14th-15th November, 2014 whereby the Business Conference and Career
Expo will be held at Naf Beach Hotel and VETA Conference Hall respectively.
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ABOUT
MTWARA
Mtwara Region is one of Tanzania’s 30 administrative regions. The regional capital is the municipality of Mtwara. According to the 2012
national census, the region had a population of 1,270,854, which was
lower than the pre-census projection of 1,374,767.[1]:page 2 For
2002-2012, the region’s 1.2 percent average annual population growth
rate was the 26th highest in the country.[1]:page 4 It was also the
fourteenth most densely populated region with 76 people
per square kilometer.[1]:page 6
The boundary with Mozambique to the south is formed by the
Ruvuma River. To the west, Mtwara is bordered by Ruvuma Region, to
the north by Lindi Region, and to the east is the Indian Ocean.
Development of the Mtwara Region has been constrained by the lack
of highway and energy infrastructures.
The Dar es Salaam-Kibiti-Lindi-Mtwara road has been improved by the
completion of the Mkapa Bridge over the Rufiji River. Mnazi Bay gas
promises to provide reliable and adequate electricity for powering industrial and commercial activities in the region.[citation needed]
The regional commissioner of the Mtwara Region is Ms Halima Dendego
The Groundnut Scheme
In 1948, the British Government formulated the “Tanganyika
groundnut scheme” through the Overseas Food Corporation (OFC).
The purpose was to alleviate the worldwide shortage of vegetable oils;
however, inadequate research and adverse environmental
conditions due to poor planning resulted in the complete and
disastrous failure of the scheme. In this region the exported crop was
to go through the port of Mtwara which was created for the scheme
and linked to the growing areas near Nachingwea by a new railway.
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Districts
The region is administratively divided as five districts with Mtwara Municipal and Masasi Town having
separate councils:

MAP

DISTRICT

POPULATION 2012

MASASI

350,689

MTWARA

336,302

NANYUMBU

150,857

NEWALA

205,492

TANDAHIMBA

227,514

TOTAL

1,270,854

Mtwara District
Mtwara is the capital city of Mtwara Region in southeastern Tanzania. In the 1940s, it was planned and
constructed as the export facility for the disastrous Tanganyika groundnut scheme, but was somewhat
neglected when the scheme was abandoned in 1951. The city is spread out over a large area planned to
accommodate up to 200,000 people. The present population is around 336,000. As part of the development
associated with the failed Tanganyika groundnut scheme, Mtwara features a deep-water port that can accommodate ocean-going vessels, and a range of large municipal buildings, including a post office. Recent
improvements in the port made it possible for big container ships to berth there.
The District commissioner for Mtwara is Mr . Wilman Kapenjama
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Managing Director, Proactive Solutions (T) Ltd
Nestory, 35 yrs old Tanzanian serving as Managing Director- Proactive Solutions (T) Ltd providing
services in the Oil and Gas industry serving clients in HR and Personnel requirement in any local
circumstances. He is a graduate from the University of Dar es salaam in 2004 with a Bachelor of
Arts in Sociology.

Mr. Nestory Phoye,

After graduation he held different positions as Human Resources Manager and later on as Human
Resources Director with Remote Site Solutions in the Mnazibay- Oil and Gas exploration project
with Artumas Energy as client. Nestory went through different training into Labor laws, Health and
safety and Human resources management.
During Nestory tenure he was instrumental into HR-management for project personnel and specifically working with all subcontractors with a combined workforce of more than 1000 people. Nestory
was instrumental and key contact person for local and expatriate personnel for Remote Site Solutions, Nabors Drilling international, Samchem, BJ Services, Mud logging, Geokinetics, and many
more. After 4 well drilling program completion in 2008 Nestory joined Proactive Solutions as
Managing Director, in which he still holds this position to-date.

Lecturer & Dean of Students, Eastern Africa Statistical Training Centre
Dr. Camillus is a Research Fellow, Extractive Industry Interfaith Standing Committee for Socioeconomic Justice & Integrity of Creation Lecturer & Dean of Students Eastern Africa Statistical
Training Centre, Dar es Salaam – Tanzania.
Having taught for 10 years (Maths, Chemistry, Physics, English Language) in intermediate higher
learning institutions, in 1990 he joined the Institute of Finance Management (IFM) as a lecturer,
got a Master’s (1994, Warwick University-UK) in sociolinguistics and followed a PhD course (2004Dr. Camillus D. N. Kassala, ,2009, Groningen University-Netherlands). His thesis was about ‘Critical Sociolinguistic Competence
in Strategic Managerial Performance’, and taught International Business
Communication at IFM until he retired in July, 2011.
He is currently serving as Dean of Students and Senior Lecturer at the Eastern Africa Statistical
Training Centre,
Dar es Salaam – Tanzania. Dr. Kassala, is also currently working with the Interfaith Standing Committee for Socioeconomic Justice and Integrity of Creation in Extractive Industry. The
Committee comprises the leaders of the faiths’ communities in Tanzania,
under the National Muslim Council (BAKWATA), Christian Council of Tanzania (CCT), and
Tanzania Episcopal Conference (TEC).
His area of involvement is socio-economic justice in extractive industry (mining, oil and gas).
He is now developing a
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) index to measure the contribution of mining investors to the
welfare of the local
communities in mining areas.

Project Manager, Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO)Tanzania
Project Management,
Budgeting & Financial Management,
Marketing.

Mr. Nelson Jason Musikula,
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Chairman Mining Advisory Board, Ministry of Energy and Mineral of the United Republic of Tanzania
Richard Kasesela is the Chair of Mining Advisory Board of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral
of the United Republic of
Tanzania, Director and Member of the Board of Trustee of Muhimbili Orthopedic Institute(MOI)
and Director of Resolution Health Insurance Tanzania Limited. Richard he had chaired The PAN
AFRICA BUSINESS COALITION on Health, a 30
countries membership organization in Africa with its headquarters in South Africa.

Mr. Richard Kasesela,

He is a member of Tanzania Country Coordinating Mechanism (TNCM), which supervise and
coordinate the Global Fund money in Tanzania. He also sit as a Vice President of Tanzania
Professionals Networks (TPN)
Richard is also a former President of Tanzania Basketball Federation. Richard born in February,
16, 1970 and is married with 3 lovely children, wife is a banker.

Process Engineer (Senior Minerals Auditor), Tanzania Minerals Audit Agencyod
(Wealth Creation)
Gilay Shamika is a ‘Young Inspirational Professional in Tanzania Extractive Industry with hands-on
skills coupled with 11years experience in the industry. You will only discover that through his writings and presentations but by looking is just a mere young guy whom you cannot think anything
about insightful ideas from him.

Mr. Gilay Shamika

Director of Business Development, Push Obsever

Mr. Kyalo Thomas N

Tom has worked in various leadership positions over a career spanning 12 years, eight of
which have been in media. He started off in the UK with Media Report Editorial in Reading,
Berkshire managing the Buena Vista International account. Shortly after joining, MRE was
acquired by Precise Media Group. Following inevitable relocation to London, the company
deployed Tom to recently bought out EPCA, to assist with the transition to Precise. In 2008,
Tom gave in to a deep desire to fulfil his destiny in Africa. In Kenya, Tom was instrumental
in transforming the flagging fortunes of Synovate’s editorial department into one of the main
revenue earners for the Media Research and Monitoring division. In Tanzania, Tom took up the
challenge of getting the department to make money for the first time, and achieved a 466%
rise in revenues over 18 months.
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE:
Tom’s career has seen him excel most as a leader. This has been achieved primarily during his
time as a media analyst and researcher. Indeed, the last Tanzania countrywide media survey
was hosted and launched by Tom in October 2012. Having satisfactorily served thousands of
corporate, government and NGO clients over the years, Tom has the experience, leadership
nous and network to contribute to PUSH Observer. Tom holds a BSc from Newbold College
in Berkshire, England and is in currently undertaking a Master’s degree programme at the
University of Liverpool
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Programme Manager, VSO Tanzania Secure Livelihood (Wealth Creation)
She has a Master of Business Management from University of Dar es Salaam. She manages projects on agriculture, private sector development and vocational skills for employability. She worked
several years as Corporate Social Responsibility Supervisor cum Financial Advisor with Artumas
Energy Tanzania, prior tothat she supported private sector development under the DESEMP Finland and Tanzania Government supported project. She also have strong background on financial
sector specifically on business and credit analysis.

Miss. Rose Tesha

She has more than 9 years of experience managing development projects in Mtwara, Lindi, Arusha, Kagera, Dodoma, Morogoro, Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar. Currently she is managing the
EEVT project in partnership with international firms and VETA. Connecting to this is Industry link
initiative which aim to coordinate efforts of different stakeholders (Employers) to support skills
development as part of local content.

Project Manager, Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO)Tanzania
Based in Mtwara and Lindi for:Project Management,
Community resource mobilization,
Promoting youth employability in gas industry through EEVT,
Budget management,
Advocacy in child rights and participation.

Mr. Mawazo Chapaulinge Mataje

Local Content Advisor, Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO)Tanzania
Mr. David hold a Bachelor Degree in Chemical Engineering and a Masters Degree in Technology
and Marketing of Industrial Chemicals, also he has an experience of 40+ years Oil & Gas Asset
and Project Management, Local Content and
Sustainability, Career and Team Mentorship.

Mr. David Edward Simmonds

Assistance Lecturer, St. Augustine University of Tanzania, Mwanza

Fr. Kizito Ngogoti

Born: 27 January 1969, Tabora, Tanzania.
1976-1982: Primary school education in Mwanza.
1983-1987: St. Pius X seminary in Makoko, Musoma for Secondary School Education.
1988-1990: St. Mary seminary Nyegezi in Mwanza for High School Education.
1991-1993: Philosophy studies at St Paul Seminary Ntungamo in Bukoba.
1993-1998: B.A Theology at St. Charles Lwanga Segerea seminary in Dar es salaam.
1998-2001: Worked as Assistant Parish Priest in Ukerewe, Mwanza Tanzania.
2001-2004: Joined St. Augustine University of Tanzania and awarded a Bachelors degree in Business Administration.
2004-2005: Worked as Director of self reliance Projects of the Archdiocese of Mwanza.
2005-2007: Joined St. Joseph’s University, Philadelphia in U.S.A and awarded a Masters degree
in Business Administration.
2007- To date: Assistant lecturer at St.Augustine University of Tanzania.
2010- Joined the University of Hull UK as a part time, PHD research student in Finance.
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Exploration
History in Tanzania
Tanzania has been intermittently explored
over the last 60 years. Most of the multinational
petroleum companies were represented
in the area, at one time or another.
Significant gas discoveries were made at
Songo Song, Mnazi Bay and in the southern
deepsea basin opposite Ruvuma. More than
50 exploration wells and development wells
have been drilled providing vital geological
information of the subsurface and potential
for hydrocarbons. The cumulative seismic
coverage in public domain is approximately
100,000 km; 70,000 km offshore and 30,000
km onshore, including theinterior rift basins.
About 15,000 square km of 3D seismic data
has been acquired in the offshore areas.
Phase I: 1952-1964:.
BP and Shell were awarded concessions
along the coast, including the large
islands of Mafia, Zanzibar and Pemba.
Extensive geological work was conducted
including the drilling of more than 100
stratigraphic shallow boreholes, gravity,
aeromagnetic, and reflection and refraction
seismic surveys. A thick sedimentary
section was identified and four wildcats
were drilled, one each on Zanzibar, Pemba,
and Mafia Islands and another onshore in
the Mandawa Salt Basin. Although the wells
did not encounter significant hydrocarbon
shows, they confirmed the presence of seal,
reservoir and source rocks combinations in
the stratigraphic column.
Phase II: 1969-1979:.
The State Company, Tanzania Petroleum
Development Corporation (TPDC) was
established in 1969, and the first Production
Sharing Agreement (PSA) was signed

with AGIP on former BP/Shell concessions.
During this period large regional, on and
offshore, seismic surveys were conducted.
AGIP, joined by Amoco in 1973, drilled three
onshore and two offshore wells, including
the significant gas discovery at Songo
Songo in l974. The discovery was confirmed
by TPDC in 1975-79, through a three well
program one of which (SS-2) was a blowout.
Phase III: 1980-1991:.
Adoption of The Petroleum (Exploration and
Production) Act of l980 and high oil prices,
encouraged increased activity. Most of the
drilling in Tanzania occurred in this period,
including the delineation of the Songo
Songo Gas Field and the gas discovery at
Mnazi Bay (l982) by AGIP. TPDC participated
in Songo Songo development, drilling
two wildcats at Kimbiji and several seismic
programs. Increased interest in the interior
rifts, partially as a result of Project PROBE,
resulted in AMOCO drilling two wells in
the Rukwa Rift basin. Shell drilled Dira-1, in
Mafia Channel in 1991 and relinguished the
license in the same year.
Phase IV: 1992-1999:.
At the start of this phase there were no active
concessions and little activity except for
various studies, and a dedicated effort by
the authorities to achieve fiscal and technical
agreements for the development of the
Songo Songo gas field. TPDC, Tanesco, and
Canadian companies, Ocelot and TransCanada Pipelines, are actively working on
the Songo Songo gas field development,
transmission and utilization. Beginning in
l995 a number of international companies
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acquired exploration licenses in the coastal
basins. Tanganyika Oil Company, in 1996/97,
drilled two wells in the Mandawa Basin.
Exploration agreements have been signed
with Antrim and Canop, both of Calgary,
Canada and Ndovu Resources of Australia.
Discussion are underway with Pemba
International of Calgary Canada for a PSA
over Kimbiji/Ruvu areas. Agreements to
develop the Mnazi Bay gas discovery and
to build a power generation plant are being
negotiated.
Phase V: 2000 todate:.
This phase was marked by the acquisition
of an open grid 2D seismic survey by TPDC
and Western Geco over the deepwater areas
offshore Tanzania in the Year 1999 - 2000.
Nearly 11,000live km of high resolution 2D
seismic data was acquired.
The interpretation of the new data led to
the licencing of all the areas between the
2002 - 2007 to Petrobras (Blk - 5, 2004),
Ophir (Blk - 1, 2005), Ophir (Blks - 3, 4,
2006), Statoil (Blk - 2, 2007), Dominion (Blk 7, 20_), Petrobras (Blk - 8, 2012).
Following the licencing, a large amount
70,000 live km of 2D seismic data and
15,000 square km of 3D seismic data were
acquired in all the blocks. This was followed
by exploration drilling of wells BG( Blks 1,2,3), Statoil (Blk - 2) and Petrobras (Blk - 5),
making significant gas discoveries in blocks
1, 2, 3 and 4. Further exploration, including
appraisal drilling is envisuged for the coming
years
23

Adoption of The Petroleum
(Exploration and Production)
Act of l980 and high oil prices,
encouraged increased activity.
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How to Start a Career
in the Oil and Gas Industry

Attend networking events.
There are many
different organizations that
put together networking
events where students can
meet professionals from
different industries.
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Recruiters and human resources professionals from many of the
petroleum employers past and present, have given us a lot of advice
for students and recent grads from many different educational backgrounds interested in entering the oil and gas industry.
We know it’s a lot of information to process, so we chose the most
actionable recommendations from those employers to help you start
your career in the oil and gas industry.
How to start your career, step by step
Fix up your résumé – take it to your career centre at your university
and they’ll help you.
Write a compelling cover letter that speaks to your best
qualities – save the pretentious language for your English papers.
Join a professional association and attend their events – if you feel
uncomfortable attending alone, try volunteering at them. By having a
job to do, it gives you an excuse to interact with the attendees, and
an easy way to start up a conversation the next time you see them.
Do your research – I can’t stress this enough.
Be confident, but stay humble – it’s important to communicate
your abilities effectively, but it’s also important to be conscious of the
phrase: “sense of entitlement.” This generation entering the workforce has already been branded with the word “entitlement,” so students will need to fight against this bias from the very beginning of
any relationship with people in the industry – be aware that you will
need to roll up your sleeves and work hard for the first couple years,
and you will be rewarded in the end.
Understand the industry and what role you can play
The best advice would be to research the industry and different companies to understand what is new and changing. This will help you
understand what role you can play. Not everyone has previous industry experience, but if you can demonstrate a keen interest, passion
and a great attitude in getting involved, this will assist you in getting a
future position that meets both yours and a company’s needs.
Network with professionals in the oil and gas industry
Attend networking events. There are many different organizations
that put together networking events where students can meet professionals from different industries. That’s a good way to start getting
contacts to see where you’d like to apply.
The oil and gas industry also offers opportunities for current students
to work through their vacation as floorhands to fund their studies.
This is another good way to get exposure and experience in this
industry.
Have an open mind and be willing to learn
Have an open mind, and be willing to learn. A new grad that starts
with us, works hard, and takes every opportunity to learn will be
exposed to a multitude of different product lines and functionalities
within our company. The industry is so diverse that no matter what
specific degree or background, there is the chance for everyone to
discover what they are passionate about.
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CAREER IN
OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
The oil and gas industry is an exciting, international, vibrant,
skilled and varied industry to work for. The scope of work
undertaken in the oil and gas industry is vast. It often works
with cutting edge technology and has an excellent health
and safety record; but it also operates in remote, offshore
locations, in difficult climates and very high-risk environments.
Recruitment within the oil and gas sector is different from
any other industry out there. This is because the energy
industry is one that has not had to ‘downsize’ because of
the economic recession unlike many other industries, in fact
the oil and gas industry is on the rise.
Rather than adopting a ‘slash and burn’ policy of job cuts,
closing
production and generally reacting in the same way to the
global recession as every other industry, the oil and gas sector has managed to survive the most uncertain of
economic times by freezing wages and waiting for the storm
to pass. That storm has now abated and the
industry has emerged stronger, leaner and ready to do business on a grand scale.
The world’s demand for petroleum-based products has increased, not decreased, and new ways of tapping into the
planet’s resources are being explored on a daily basis. The
one knock-on effect of this increased level of exploration
and industry stability means that oil and gas jobs are now
highly desirable and plentiful.
Oil and gas engineers are constantly inventing new technologies to extract oil from increasingly deeper levels beneath
the Earth’s surface. Because of this exploration, engineers
are trained to be the best in their field, and there are new
and excellent opportunities for career progression.

This industry has evolved along with the rest of the world and
has realized the need to develop new ways of producing clean
energy for the global market. There are few industries that can
offer such long-term prospects and employment opportunities,
but these can be found in
Unconventional Gas (UCG); this is a relatively new field that is
growing rapidly and offers people the chance to develop skills
that can be utilized on projects worldwide.
UCG is a perfect example of where new technologies and new
employment opportunities are developing both worldwide and
across the UK.
Large-scale coal mining ended some time ago but coal did not
‘run out’ and thanks to new technologies and the need to find
alternative energy sources, the growth of the Coalbed
Methane (CBM) market looks set to continue for decades to
come.
This is an exciting field of work both for existing oil and gas
specialists as well as those looking for re-training
opportunities, and for those who have faced redundancy from
areas of industry that have declined in recent years.”
Companies are making the oil and gas industry even more diverse, and in turn creating additional job opportunities. The
industry on the whole employs a huge skills base and rewards
those who are prepared to work hard, use their initiative and
are ambitious, with this comes good pay and ample opportunity for advancement.
The depletion of the skills base for jobs in a growing sector
has been a worrying statistic in many reports over the last few
years and one that needs to be tackled. Alongside the industry
boom, a great deal of publicity has been given to the so-called
‘skills gap’ or ‘talent shortage’. This is especially true for
engineers, who are the lifeblood of the oil and gas sector.
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A maturing workforce, a lack of investment during the 1990s and
early 2000s and an increase in science, technology,
engineering and Maths graduates choosing a career in the City as
opposed to the oil and gas industry have all been
contributors to the situation we now face.

The increase in talent demand resulting from so
many projects getting the go-ahead has widened
the talent gap even further than industry
expectations. The future of the oil and gas
industry is solid, so long as there is the talent to
keep it running.

Oil and gas companies are looking to hire experienced and highly-skilled engineering professionals from a wide range of disciplines but the fact is that demand for oil and gas
professionals has outstripped supply.

If you are still unsure if this industry is for you,
below are common advantages and disadvantages
of working in the industry.

Recruiting staff from other industries where engineers can transfer their skills to oil and gas is very common. An industry such
as Defence is an area where companies are targeting and having success in attracting engineers with high-technology backgrounds. Although the opposite can be said for the oil and gas
industry, most engineers once in oil and gas feel they do not
want to transfer elsewhere.
Recruiters are busy finding a new generation of workers, and
training programmes have sprung up to prepare them. Some
young people are signing on for jobs that promise good
pay — but there are still a lot of positions to fill.
There is a range of career opportunities in the oil and gas sector. Careers in the industry, generally speaking are long-term,
well paid, can offer excellent progression and development and
there’s extensive travel opportunities with jobs worldwide.
Oil and gas is so diverse that if you don’t like the idea of
travelling or working offshore there are related opportunities
which are still in the industry, but don’t actually involve working away from home. A lot of the oil and gas companies have
facilities have scientific or engineering research and laboratory
functions and it is here where the instrumentation and
technical equipment that is used in the industry is designed and
developed. So scientists and engineers can be directly involved
with the oil and gas sector without having to work offshore at all.
Opportunities for physics, chemistry, software, electronics and
engineering disciplines are very much in demand within these
facilities.

There are many ways to enter into the
booming industry, including:
•Straight from school or college and progress
through operator and technician roles onwards up to
craftsperson status
•Through apprenticeships such as the
‘Apprenticeship in Process Technology’, oil and gas
extraction industry or chemicals manufacturing
and petroleum industries
•Vocational qualifications such as Process Engineering Maintenance or Operations and Maintenance Engineering
•Higher education courses that have been
designed to equip graduates with practical and
hands on knowledge
•In house training and development, of which
there is a strong tradition in the sector

Oil & gas jobs and rig jobs – advantages
1. Great pay – for engineers who choose to work in
the sector, the financial rewards can be attractive.
When it comes to the pay packet of oil and gas jobs
and rig jobs, they can compete with any industry
in the world. For the same job that you do on land,
your pay is hiked by a good percentage when you
are offshore and working on the rig.
2. For engineers who choose to work in the sector,
the financial rewards can be attractive. According
to the Oil and Gas Global Salary Guide 2012, industry professionals in the sector enjoy more than
twice the national salary average.
3. Good career prospects - you may start at the
bottom of the ladder as a roustabout but hard
work and dedication will soon see you move up
the ladder.
4. Variation of roles and excellent training
packages at regular intervals.
5. Great opportunities for international travel.
Oil & gas jobs and rig jobs – disadvantages
1. You can be away from family and friends a lot
– some find it difficult to cope with the ‘Fly In, Fly
Out’ rosters.
2. Difficult working environment – sometimes having to work in remote, hot, difficult
environments.
3. Cramped living – the living quarters are not exactly penthouse suites.
4. Lack of privacy – lack of privacy in oil and gas
jobs and rig jobs is one turn-off for many people.
You seem to share everything with your colleagues
– right from your soap to your towel.
5. Finally, as a general rule, the oil and gas projects
require highly skilled workers, with good levels of
numeracy and literacy. Maths and
science certificates are required in many of the
jobs in oil and gas sector, and training for the various categories of jobs/careers can often take at
least three years
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SUPPLY BASE SOLUTIONS LTD
Supply Base Solutions Ltd. (SBS), led by a team of experienced Oil & Gas and East African transport and
logistics industry specialists was formed to provide a niche and industry specific integrated service solution for various support
requirements. Areas of focus include logistics, transport, international clearing and
forwarding, warehousing, marine vessel and supply base services and importantly – waste management and
repurposing services/ facilities. Additional support services include camp, accommodation and local facilitation services.
SBS offers considerable resources in the above areas primarily in Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda and Mozambique with planning and
scope in place for the provision of additional services in existing and new markets across the region.
SBS, formed in 2010, is part of a group consisting of industry pioneers in East Africa – Freight Forwarders, Alpha Group and
Mainline Carriers. With strong support and a focus on service delivery, SBS has grown to become one of the region’s leading
niche logistics service providers and possesses the only waste management and repurposing facility operating to international
standards in-country. SBS is certified to ISO 9001:2008. SBS waste management and repurposing services operate in-line with
ISO 14001 which is currently at the implementation stage.

NATIONAL HOUSING CORPORATION

The current National Housing Corporation is the outcome of the decision of the Government to dissolve the Register of building
(RoB) through Act of Parliament No.2 of 1990, which vested its responsibilities with the NHC. The former NHC was established by
Act of Parliament No.45 of 1962, while RoB was established by Act No.13 of 1971.
NHC is under the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Settlements Development. The Ministry is represented by the Board of Directors
which is responsible for the corporate policies and strategies. The day to day management of NHC’s business is overseen by the
Director General who is responsible to the Board of Directors. Effective from July, 1994, the Corporation’s portfolios have been
divided into profit centers which are income generating and self-sustaining directorates and cost centers which play a supportive
role. This role mandates the NHC to undertake an array of business.
• Construction of houses for sale.
• Construction of buildings as part of approved scheme.
• Provision of facilitating the provision of building materials, components, concrete article and other related articles.
• Business of building contractors, planners or consultants.
• Renting out and managing houses or properties built by the corporation and those acquired by the government.
• Carrying out other activities related to construction of houses or other building built or acquired by the corporation.
.
Visit: www.nhctz.com
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OMNI ENERGY
Omni Energy Ltd. is a provider of integrated environmental related services in the Oil and Gas industry, including: Drilling Chemical Solutions; Drilling Waste Management Services; Oilfield Products Distribution Services and Oil Spill Response Services. The
company is able to provide the above services with technical support from well-flow international and DESMI Pumps and Systems.
We are also the major supplier and distributor of Spill-tech products in Ghana and West Africa.

CSI ELECTRICAL
Establish in Tanzania in 2007, CSI Electrical Limited has completed a significant number of complex commercial, power and industrial projects in the East Africa region. With a core team of 90 staff, and a multi-million dollar turnover, we specialise in providing
bespoke electrical services to the Oil and gas, Mining, Power infrastructure and construction sectors.
Our core management team’s diverse industry experience combined with our local expertise has resulted in CSI Electrical developing a reputation as a leading electrical contractor delivering international quality projects safely.
The flexible approach to our business, focusing primarily on our clients business needs has enabled us to achieve continuous
growth and regional expansion.
With a focus on quality, safety and continuous improvement CSI Electrical is a leading contributor to improvements in the electrical
industry. ISO9001:2008 certified in May 2013 CSI Electrical is the only local electrical contractor to achieve this recognition

OPEN UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA
The Open University of Tanzania (OUT) is a fully fledged, autonomous and accredited public University, established by an Act of
Parliament Number 17 of 1992.
OUT offers certificate, diploma, degree and postgraduate courses through the open and distance learning system which includes
various means of communication such as face-to-face, seminars, and e-learning. The OUT’s academic programmes are qualityassured and ascentrally regulated by the Tanzania Commission for Universities (TCU).
OUT operates through a network of Regional and Coordination Centres. It has centres in all Regions of Tanzania Mainland and in
Zanzibar. Currently, OUT has Coordinating Centres in four other African Countries of Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Namibia.
The current student enrolment is over 44,000, with more than 30 academic programmes offered in five Faculties of Business
Management, Arts and Social Sciences, Education, Law and Science, Technology and Environmental Studies.
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PROACTIVE SOLUTIONS
Proactive Solutions is a leader in human resources management serving clients in on and off-shore oil and gas industry in
Tanzania. With over 10 years of experience, proven expertise and recognized service excellence, Proactive Solutions is a
trusted partner to all major players in Oil and Gas industry in Tanzania.
The company also provides Logistics and supplies to EMS ship supply, such as food, medicine and welding supplies. The company is supporting Logistics services to RSK Environment (UK), commissioned by BG from last year during LNG site selection
since 2013 to-date in Lindi and Kilwa –Tanzania.

STANBIC BANK
Stanbic Bank Tanzania Limited is a full service commercial bank which specialises in providing facilities and services to public and
private sector corporations, diplomatic missions and international organisations.
Stanbic Bank in Tanzania is a member of the Standard Bank Group of South Africa and was established in May 1995 when the
Standard Bank Group acquired the operations of Meridien Biao Bank Tanzania Limited.
Standard Bank Group is a global bank with African roots. It is South Africa’s largest bank, distinguished by its extensive
operations in 19 African countries. Outside the African continent, the Standard Bank Group’s operations span 16 countries, with
a focus on emerging markets.
As part of Africa’s largest bank, Stanbic Bank Tanzania is able to offer our clients access to expertise and on-the-ground
presence across the globe - a vital service in the ever increasing global requirements of business.
Our Corporate and Investment banking offering includes global markets, project and structured finance, equities trading,
corporate finance, global custody and a myriad transactional and electronic banking solutions.
Our customers benefit from our knowledge and expertise in emerging markets, coupled with our global outlook.
Visit www.stanbicbank.co.tz

SCHLUMBERGER
Schlumberger is the world’s leading supplier of technology, integrated project management and information solutions to
customers working in the oil and gas industry worldwide. Employing approximately 123,000 people representing over 140 nationalities and working in more than 85 countries, Schlumberger provides the industry’s widest range of products and services from
exploration through production. Corporate Profile Knowledge, technical innovation and teamwork are at the center of who we are.
For more than 80 years, we have focused on leveraging these assets to deliver solutions that improve customer
performance. Today, our real-time technology services and solutions enable customers to translate acquired data into useful information, then transform this information into knowledge for improved decision making-anytime, anywhere. Harnessing
information
technology in this way offers enormous opportunities to enhance efficiency and productivity.
This is a quantum leap from providing traditional ‘just-in-case’ information to delivering ‘just-in-time’ knowledge that meets the
changing needs of our customers.
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NATIONAL SOCIAL SECURITY
The National Social Security Fund (NSSF) was established by the Act of Parliament No. 28 of 1997 to replace the defunct
National Provident Fund (NPF). NSSF is a compulsory scheme providing a wider range of benefits which are based on
A. Internationally accepted standards.
oCompanies
oNon-governmental organizations
oEmbassies employing Tanzanians
oInternational organizations
oOrganized groups in the informal sector
B.Government ministries and departments employing non-pensionable employees.
C.Parastatal organizations
D.Self-employed or any other employed person not covered by any other scheme
E.Any other category as declared by the Minister of Labour
Visit: www.nssf.or.tz

PUSH OBSERVER
Push Observer Limited launched operations in April 2011 becoming Tanzania’s first real time digital market intelligence
reporting firm.
Based in Dar es Salaam, Push Observer invested more than $2.5 million USD into the latest technology and highly skilled
people to cover more local media in Africa, across several different languages (English, Swahili, French, Portuguese) .
Leveraging on state of-the-art technology to monitor, capture, filter and sort print, broadcast (radio & television), Internet
news, we offer our clients business in-sights, advertising auditing solutions and competitive analysis reports that are truly
comprehensive in scope.
Push Observer aims to facilitate accountability within the media industry. For the first time in East Africa – advertisers and
marketers have a service they can rely on to keep media houses honest about airplay.
Additionally, Push Observer aims to be the sole repository for market intelligence and competitive insights based on accurate
monitoring and reporting.
In more general terms, the East African advertising industry is one valued USD 500M annually. Push Observer aims to be
involved in providing this critical service to the entire East African region.

VOLUNTEERS OVERCOMING POVERTY
VSO Tanzania volunteers work on both the mainland and the island of Zanzibar, which is a semi-autonomous part of the United
Republic of Tanzania and has its own constitution and a separate parliament. VSO’s work in Tanzania is focused on education,
secure livelihoods and HIV and AIDS.
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P.A.Developing
Tanzania’s Future Today
“The dreaded curse! We need to hit the ground running, but don’t have the runners. The Government demands
that we justify employing foreigners and we can’t when Tanzanians “with requisite qualifications” exist in the market
but, truth is they don’t, do they? I mean, this is not a regular Mom and Pop shop, it’s the Oil & Gas Sector for crying
out loud!”
Sound familiar?
Human resource challenges are not particular to Tanzania or the Oil & Gas sector for that matter but, who cares
how bad it is and who else is affected elsewhere, when the bottom line’s accusingly blinking at you like a fuel gauge
screaming “Empty, Empty, Empty!”
You. You should care about how widespread this shortage of skilled labour with a responsible work ethic is because,
for the duration of your contract and that of your company’s, you have chosen to invest yourselves in Tanzania and
you’re in it for the long haul.
So how do you focus on overcoming all the hurdles it takes to set up and get going and keeping your commitments
to stakeholders when recruiting and retaining Tanzanians with requisite mindset, knowledge and skills to run operations are so few and those few so costly?
Simple. To get what you want out of the system, you need to make an investment of that caliber into the system. I
know you are not the Red Cross, neither am I mistaking you for the Salvation Army but, if you want people who fit
your job description, you have to develop them to fit.
You see, Tanzania is potentially the most attractive African investment destination for the extractive industries (not to
mention agribusiness, tourism, telecoms, financial sector, etcetera) in Africa yet, she has neither in the Country nor
the Diaspora, today or foreseeable future, the expertise, to lead her own socio-economic transformation.
P.A.D.eveloping Tanzania’s Future Today is Professional Approach Development’s solution to this paradox and specific
challenges of the Oil & Gas sector. Having conducted a survey with human resource practitioners, employers and
policy makers in the Sector, the results were not surprising as 100% of respondents cited the below 6 top competency gaps of Tanzania’s human resource at both junior, mid and senior levels;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mindset, Transformative Education and Relevant technical skills
Strategic, Critical and Creative thinking,
Entrepreneurial Risk-taking and Accountability
Business Ethics and Etiquette
Leadership and Management,
Written and Spoken Business Communication,
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“With an eight-year saturation into providing transformation management solutions for companies

invested in Tanzania, working with Tanzanians, both locally and in the Diaspora, Professional Approach
Development addresses these challenges by stimulating trainees to:

Professional Approach Transformation Model
Reflect, Recognise, Review: We supplement the Tanzanian educational system by journeying with individuals and organisations, through Tanzania’s socio-political history to see how it has shaped the way we think, perform and present ourselves for
competitiveness and responsible business.
Rally: Together, we choose to change the way we think about Tanzania’s wealth, personal accountability, performance standards and work ethic.
Reform and Reposition: Finally, we facilitate the learning of new, relevant, directly transferable and easy to follow skills that
on application, lead to the business success of individuals, teams and the organizations they work with.

‘P.A.D.eveloping Tanzania’s Future, Today’ is a 2-phase Program:
Phase I: Graduate Employability and Entrepreneurship Program: Graduates are strictly vetted and selected to
undergo a rigorous 12-week personal career and business development program with modules that focus on the
highlighted 6 major areas of concern.
Phase II: Creating a Talent Pipeline: Working directly with partner clients in addressing their long term human
capital needs by continuously selecting, grooming and strategically positioning candidates that meet their world
class competency requirements.
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Programme for Job Creation
in Tanzania
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Just as oil is to machines, so is rightly equipped
human resource to an organisation.
At Professional Approach Development, we take it
upon ourselves to develop your personnel to
perfectly fit so as to serve the company and
ensure efficiency.

EFFICIENCY IS KEY
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MDT

INTERNATIONAL

Focus on
East Africa
Since 1992, MDT International has delivered
thousands of training courses in over 70
countries to over 200 oil-related companies
designed to help oil and gas industry
personnel to enhance their skills - and their
performance in the workplace
At MDT International, we are passionate about playing a part in building national capacity and we would like to share some
exciting news regarding our efforts in East Africa, including our first stint delivering open courses in Tanzania.
East Africa is an international hotspot for the oil and gas industry – with vast hydrocarbon reserves already discovered, yet it is one
of the poorest regions in the world. Retrieving oil requires trained people and it makes financial sense to depend less on expatriate
workforce as local people are trained and acquire new skills.
Managing Director, Drew Leitch said “Mineral wealth, in any country, is vested with the people who live there.
Hydrocarbons - whether discovered in Brazil, Tanzania or Kuala Lumpur - don’t belong to the international oil and gas companies, the
government or the ministry. They belong to the people of the country who should be able to benefit
from and capitalise on these resources.”
In March 2014, we offered a selection of our standard open courses in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania and we are delighted to report
an exceptionally promising trip with 23 participants in total with support from BG Tanzania, Ophir Energy, Technical University of
Kenya, KPMG and the Ministry of Finance. We ran 4 courses as a starter for 10 including, Introduction to the Oil and Gas Industry,
E&P Accounting
Levels 1 & 2 and Petroleum Project Economics. One of our most revered and fit-for-the-challenge trainers, Mike Milne, hosted and
delivered each course over in
Tanzania (pictured left).
Mike came back to Aberdeen with tremendous feedback; 100% of our Tanzanian
course participants indicated that our courses had fully met or exceeded their
expectations and 91% indicated that our courses had fully met or exceeded their
training needs in the subject area: Just to put these statistics into some context, we
have a medley of the winning testimonials
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Elsewhere in
East Africa…

In parallel with our Tanzania Open Courses,
we also had our MD Drew Leitch and General
Manager Doug Reid take part in two African
Trade Missions respectively, facilitated by the
UKTI and Aberdeen Grampian Chamber of
Commerce, which saw Drew and Doug visit
parts of East Africa including Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda and Mozambique.
Given our enthusiasm for continuing to grow
capacity in East Africa, by developing business
skills and sharing knowledge, MDT are keen to
establish a strong and positive presence in the
region, and to demonstrate our dedication we
are also partnering with local Tanzanian Apollo
Temu of Calderberg International, who is
representing us over there. As a result, General
Manager Doug Reid benefited from meetings
with the Ministry of Energy and Minerals and
the national oil company TPDC, in conjunction
with a well-attended press conference with
national coverage (pictured above).
We are also thrilled to announce our return to
Dar es Salaam, with finalised dates for further
courses in November. We have received such
an encouraging and optimistic response from
participants and companies alike that we are
confident MDT International can play a key role
in harnessing this enthusiasm and facilitating
the future of the industry in Africa and beyond!
Managing Director Drew Leitch summed up
nicely “At MDT International, knowledge share
is what we do. This is incredibly rewarding,
particularly in an environment where people
are hungry to learn.”
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TAMANI
TRAINING
CENTRE
ABOUT

This is an example page. It’s different from a blog post because it will
stay in one place and will show up in your site navigation (in most
themes). Most people start with an about page that introduces them
to potential site visitors. It might say something like this:
Hi there! I’m a bike messenger by day, aspiring actor by night, and this
is my blog. I live in Los Angeles, have a great dog named Jack, and I
like piña coladas. (And getting’ caught in the rain.)
…or something like this:
The XYZ Doohickey Company was founded in 1971, and has been providing quality doohickeys to the public ever since. Located in Gotham
City, XYZ employs over 2,000 people and does all kinds of awesome
things for the Gotham community.
As a new Word Press user, you should go to your dashboard to delete
this page and create new pages for your content. Have fun!

Our Mission
Tamani Learning Center (TLC) is an early childhood and adult education
initiative on the island of Zanzibar of the coast of Tanzania. TLC is focused
on bridging the education gap caused by a lack of emphasis placed on
early education in the Zanzibar school system by establishing a nursery
school for children ages 4 to 6 and adult classes to bring the benefits of
an education to both generations.
The end of year one of classes also saw our first batch of nursery students graduate from year one to year two with a new intake for year
one. The nursery school program is already accredited by the Zanzibar
government.
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The adult education program at the end of 2012 completed the pilot
programs in english, math, computer studies and hospitality
management. Accredited programs will be available in 2014 following
two years of pilot programs.
At the onset of our first year our goal was to gain the trust of the
community. The enrollment at the beginning of year two speaks volume
of the trust we have gained. For example, in year one the adult
education level three classes started with three students. But in year two
level three has started with 24 students plus a waiting list. With your
support we can and hope to serve many more.
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TANZANIA SIGNWRITERS AND ENGRAVES
LIMITED (TSW)

A

Quality Signage and Marking Product for 50 Years

Tanzania Signwriters & Engravers Limited (TSW) is the

a times it is not the off the shelf product that is required,

dating back to 1964 when it was established. As the name
suggests, at the time signwriting was the art of conveyance
and TSW has evolved from humble beginnings to having
the present state of the art technology housed in their
workshop in the industrial area of Dar es Salaam. This is
also accompanied by a showroom in the heart of the City
Centre showcasing a wide variety of advertising, signage,

capabilities of the wide range of equipments that make
this possible. TSW is proud to highlight some of the many
specialized services and tailor made solutions for their
esteemed clientele:

TSW’s quality and reliability have earned them a client base
not only across Tanzania, but many countries in East Africa
including Rwanda, Uganda, Mozambique and Mauritius.
TSW’s strength continues to be its adaptability in a
challenging national infrastructural environment, utilization
of the latest technology, and meeting their clients’ various
technical and aesthetic requirements. The stalwart
reputation and steady growth of the company has earned
TSW the TOP 100 midsize company awards two years in a
row in 2011 & 2012.

t

Country and Region wide installation

t

Mobile Workshop

t

4 hrs services on certain products

t

First two way LED screen for NCAA

t

Stamps for National Elections

t

Military Personnel Active Duty Tags

t

Printing Blocks for Government Printers

t

Moulds for concrete markers for Sogea Satom

Over the years, TSW has provided custom made solutions to
many of its clients. Due to the nature of the industry, many

,01'$

TANZANIA SIGNWRITERS
AND ENGRAVES LIMITED
(TSW)
P O BOX 2564
Makunganya St.
Dar es Salaam
T: +255 22 211 5256
T: +255 22 211 5140
T: +255 22 212 2807
E: info@tzsignwriters.com
W: www.tzsignwriters.com
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A member of Standard Bank Group

Call +255 754 444 333 or
email us at sales@nhctz.com
Website: www.nhctz.com
www.facebook.com/nhctz
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MTWARA to DAR ES SALAAM

GAS PIPELINE
Brief

•512-kilometre pipeline from Mtwara to Dar es Salaam to scale up the amount
of gas transported to Dar es salaam plants for electricity generation and supply
for the country
•The project would cost 1.86 trillion shillings ($1.2 billion) when completed.
Significance
•The pipeline will have the capacity to transport 784 cubic feet of gas per day,
which will generate 3,920 MW of electricity.
•Tanzania’s current demand is 720 MW per day. By generating 3,920 MW
through domestic gas reserves, the country would have a surplus of more than
3,000 MW
•Savings from low cost gas power generation would be passed on to industrial
and other users, raising Tanzania’s competitiveness and growth prospects.

Tanzania embarked on a major domestic gas production project that is likely to
transform the country’s economy in fundamental ways.
Tanzania signed a contract with three Chinese companies on July 21st 2012 to
immediately start construction of a 512-kilometre pipeline from Mtwara to Dar
es Salaam, according to Ministry of Energy and Minerals Permanent Secretary
Eliakimu Maswi.
The project will cost Tsh1.86 trillion (USD1.2 billion), and is funded by a loan from
the Export-Import Bank of China. Construction is expected to be completed within
18 months. The plan involves building a 36-inch pipeline for 487 kilometers and a
24-inch pipeline for 24 kilometers, connecting the mainland to the gas source on
Somanga Fungu, a small island in the Indian Ocean.
The gas used to generate electricity currently costs USD0.42 (663 shillings) per
MW.
But with this pipeline in place, the cost of the same gas, enough to produce a unit
will drop to USD0.02, almost 32 shillings, after completion of the construction.
China Petroleum Technology Development Corporation, Petroleum Pipeline
Engineering Bureau and China Petroleum Pipeline Engineering Corporation have
been awarded the contract to set up the pipeline.
The new pipeline will have the capacity to transport 784 cubic feet of gas per day,
which will generate 3,920 megawatts of electricity. Tanzania’s current demand is
720 megawatts per day. Therefore, by generating 3,920 megawatts through domestic gas reserves, the country will have a surplus of more than 3,000 megawatts
to be used for export or to develop new industries
Tanzania’s gas reservoirs are said to last for more than 100 years. Established gas
deposits at Songosongo, Mnazi Bay, Mtwara, Noria, Mikindani and Mkuranga in the
Coast region amount to 30 trillion cubic feet.
The available gas deposits are worth 626 trillion shillings ($397 billion) and Tanzania can capitalize on the natural resource by supplying its neighbors.
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The construction of the Mtwara to Dar Es Salaam Gas Pipeline Project is almost
complete with 504 km welded pipes of 505 km complete with 499 km trenched at
Dar es Salaam Mkuranga, Lindi and Mtwara sections leaving less than 7 km to be
done. This involves the lowering-in pipes and Fiber Optic Cable (FOC) where laying
of 460 km is already completed.
Other highlights include the backfilling of the installed pipes and FOC: 441 km of
which is completed, Madimba Processing Plant camps at 99% completed, Gas
Processing Plant at Madimba civil works now at 80 % and Songo Songo
Processing Plant Camps construction 99% completed.
On the Songo Songo Processing Plant Civil works are now at 73% while
hydrostatic pressure testing of the pipeline now at 57%, Construction of Valve
stations and gas receiving stations: Somanga 51% completed, Kinyerezi, Dar es
Salaam at 61 % completed & Tegeta Dar es Salaam at 47 % completed while the
demobilization of the Pipeline construction Camp 5 at Mkuranga completed.
The project also has on its schedule the continuation of pipeline trenching, pipeline
lowering – in and FOC laying, continuation with backfilling process and the construction of Gas receiving stations and block valve stations.
Among major activities still in early stages include gas gathering station and pipeline from Madimba to Mnazi Bay Gas field where pipe laying , welding, coating
repair and trenching continues while the Gas Plant Construction at Madimba is
ongoing foundation works are ongoing with the beginning of condensate
Storage Tank site fabrication / erection set to begin.
The Gas Plant Construction at SSI is also set to complete foundation work for
all the equipment of Gas plant as well as continue civil work for all buildings like
control room, workshop/ware house among others with the continuation of the
erection and fabrication with Condensate Storage Tank site and continue mechanical equipment erection.
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STANBIC BANK
Stanbic Bank Tanzania Limited is a full service commercial bank which specialises in providing facilities and services to public and
private sector corporations, diplomatic missions and international organisations.
Stanbic Bank in Tanzania is a member of the Standard Bank Group of South Africa and was established in May 1995 when the
Standard Bank Group acquired the operations of Meridien Biao Bank Tanzania Limited.
Standard Bank Group is a global bank with African roots. It is South Africa’s largest bank, distinguished by its extensive
operations in 19 African countries. Outside the African continent, the Standard Bank Group’s operations span 16 countries, with
a focus on emerging markets.
As part of Africa’s largest bank, Stanbic Bank Tanzania is able to offer our clients access to expertise and on-the-ground
presence across the globe - a vital service in the ever increasing global requirements of business.
Our Corporate and Investment banking offering includes global markets, project and structured finance, equities trading,
corporate finance, global custody and a myriad transactional and electronic banking solutions.
Our customers benefit from our knowledge and expertise in emerging markets, coupled with our global outlook.
Visit www.stanbicbank.co.tz

NATIONAL HOUSING CORPORATION
The current National Housing Corporation is the outcome of the decision of the Government to dissolve the Register of building
(RoB) through Act of Parliament No.2 of 1990, which vested its responsibilities with the NHC. The former NHC was established by
Act of Parliament No.45 of 1962, while RoB was established by Act No.13 of 1971.
NHC is under the Ministry of Lands, Housing and Settlements Development. The Ministry is represented by the Board of Directors
which is responsible for the corporate policies and strategies. The day to day management of NHC’s business is overseen by the
Director General who is responsible to the Board of Directors. Effective from July, 1994, the Corporation’s portfolios have been
divided into profit centers which are income generating and self-sustaining directorates and cost centers which play a supportive
role. This role mandates the NHC to undertake an array of business.
• Construction of houses for sale.
• Construction of buildings as part of approved scheme.
• Provision of facilitating the provision of building materials, components, concrete article and other related articles.
• Business of building contractors, planners or consultants.
• Renting out and managing houses or properties built by the corporation and those acquired by the government.
• Carrying out other activities related to construction of houses or other building built or acquired by the corporation.
.
Visit: www.nhctz.com
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TANZANIA STANDARD NEWS PAPERS
vTanzania Standard (Newspapers) Limited is a print media house owned by the Government of Tanzania. It publishes the Leading
National Newspapers namely DAILY NEWS, Sunday News, HABARILEO,HABARILEOJumapili and SPOTI Leo
Vision:
To be the premier multimedia group in Tanzania, employing top talents and technology and to excel in profits.
Mission:
To provide the ultimate consumer product choice owing to superior professional practice and competitiveness.
Visit : www.dailynews.co.tz

MORCO TEXTILE LIMITED

Morco Textiles Limited has its roots steeped in the Indian African tradition of fine home and office furnishings. From the
beginnings, as a small family operated business, Morco Textiles Limited has inherited the dedication to customers and work
ethic normally associated with a small, family-run business. As the company grew and began expanding its product lines,
the family style of management grew with it. Soon, Morco Textiles Limited encompassed a wide variety of styles, lines and
passions. Today, Morco Textiles Limited is one of the largest furnishing firms in Tanzania. Still privately owned, it is very much
managed as a family.
Morco Textiles Limited are market leaders in their field of home and office furnishing, involving Curtain Materials, Cushion
Materials, various types of Carpets, Blinds and many more services. Founded in 1974, the company now assumes a significant
role in the furnishing industry in the city of Dar-Es-Salaam and throughout Tanzania. While the company’s focus is primarily
on the commercial sector, it’s experience and reputation for good performance makes Morco Textiles Limited the first choice
for many homeowners, as well as buildings and development companies, architectural firms and designers.
Our products helping us achieve our goal: to provide you with the widest possible selection of furnishing collection and
styles, the best service and visualization gear in the business, and unusual and unique specialty products that allow you to
create the home and /or office of your dreams from our products. The Company’s aim is to earn and maintain the position
as “House of Furnishing!!!”
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PARTNER - PROACTIVE SOLUTIONS
v

ORGANISER - 361 TANZANIA
An Event, Media and Public Relations agency that caters for all your needs by providing the best applicable solution.

A Century of Experience in
Transportation & Logistics

VISIT US ONLINE TO LEARN MORE: WWW.KANJILALJI.COM

TEL: +255 22 2860020

MOB: +255 754 780144
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TAARIFA ZA MICHANGO
Kusajili

Tuma neno sajili, acha nafasi, weka namba yako ya uanachama,
Tuma kwenda namba 15747

Kupata Taarifa

Tuma neno taarifa kwenda number 15747

Kujua Salio

Tuma neno salio kwenda namba 15747

MALIPO YA MICHANGO
KUPITIA M-PESA

Fungua M-PESA Menu *150*00
Lipa kwa M-PESA
Chagua kwenye orodha
Nenda zaidi
Chagua Mifuko ya Hifadhi yaJamii
Chagua NSSF
Ingiza
namba
ya
NSSF*mwezi
wa
mchango*mwaka (mfano 5899003*05*2014)
kisha OK- huu ni mchango wa mwezi wa 5
Itakutaka uweke kiwango
Endapo unalipa mchango wa zaidi ya

mwezi mmoja itakulazimu urudie taratibu zote kwa kila mwezi na uutaje
mwezi husikakama ilivyo hapo juu

info

Tunajenga Maisha Yako
ya Sasa na Baadae

